2006 jeep commander won t start

I have a used Jeep Commander Sport and have had no issues until now. Made a short trip to
grocery store, when I got back in,,,nothing. Lights come on the dash but engine will not turn
over.?? Theresa answered 8 years ago. My battery is new, key has new battery as well and I had
no warning lights on the dash. Dan answered 8 years ago. This is to all jeep commander owners
and also jeep grand Cherokees made n the same year. My no start issue started a year ago after
a flood which I promptly associated the starter issue with. I had everything mechanical replaced
the start issue arose. I went in repeatedly which ended up with re-replacement of mechanical
parts. Still no fix. I pulled all of mine to be safe a my Commander has run ever since and started
immediately each time that I have tried. My original switches were so hot that they burned my
fingers. Being inquisitive I broke them apart to reveal a mechanical contact that had burnt
points to the point of actual metal blow out and arc marks. In the mean time repeatedly fast try
to start the vehicle and it should start.. This issue is like a ghost haunting your cars as the
vehicle started sometimes with no repeatability or codes. Good luck and I hope this helps. This
is an issue that many people are dealing with and one that Jeep is not admitting to. A class
action lawsuit is also in process to replace the integrated power module with something more
robust. I hope this helps. This is occurring to my vehicle right now and jeep is giving us a hard
time. How can I get in on the class action suit? This is the second time dealing with this and
now our jeep does not start at all. Thanks for this post! I just got my 06 commander ignition
replaced due to a recall. It started from the dealership, but I stopped at the store and the jeep
never started back up. Sitting at the dealership with the mechanics scratching their heads We
have been snowed in for 2 days been cranking up just fine yesterday GuruTGZP answered 3
years ago. Have the same no start problem. Takes three to four time to get it going. Very
random. Can never get it to have for my mechanic or dealer. GuruBX33 answered 3 years ago. I
stopped to get a coffee, came out and vehicle was dead. And like everyone here all my lights
work, interior and head lights. All dash lights and warning chimes work, but still had no start at
all. My jeep is 7 years old, this shouldn't be happening. Raykemp answered 3 years ago. Mine
was the connections to the starter. It's known on the commander, all lights on dash come on
but won't crank. I take a pipe climb under the jeep move the wires going to the starter and it
fires right up. OnlyLocksmith answered 3 years ago. WCM problem if your red dot light is
blinking when key is on position. It is located near ignition switch ring. Skim reader. Duggan14
answered 3 years ago. This isn't an answer, but more of a question. I have an 06 jeep
commander 5. All the lights come on in dash as well but won't start. It's on its second started.
Had it replaced 4 or 5 years ago. What I'm wondering is that this happened a couple months ago
after a hard rain, and then "fixed" itself and has been fine until 2 days ago. There was another
hard rain again. I just don't want to spend tons of money on fixing things that aren't broken or in
needing of repair. Could it be a distributor cap issue or something else? Could it be that I need a
3rd starter? Please help! Jesse answered 3 years ago. Im going through this nightmare still
right now. Im Trying to have it fixed next weekend. I spoke to a jeep tech and he said the factory
starter is a poor design drwing too much current through the harness, As a result it chews
through the harness making a intermittent start issue, It engages the solenoid Click but not
enough current to turn over the starter until you get lucky. He said the repair is a new starter
and Harness. Dealer quoted me just starter installed. Awaiting call back for the additional
harness quote. I cut the yellow wire that plugs into the starter and spliced in a new wire and
connector.. It was a pain because i took driver side tire and wheel well trim or whatever you call
it off and there is limited space. But im also a big guy. GuruZS answered 3 years ago. I have a
Jeep Commander doing the same thing and they can't find nothing wrong with it a month at the
dealership and nothing went to pick it up wouldn't start only on Friday so if you can figure out
the problem let me know too. GuruZS3CC answered 3 years ago. Just went through this a few
hours ago. The steering wheel and brakes also felt locked on me. Had to use the other keys to
get started. But I had to turn it all the way to start then after the click turn just a little left then
back full right to start and started right up. I thought it was a hoax so I tried again with same key
just started everything started up just fine. Tried the first set of keys and everything locked up
on me again. Went back to my main set of keys turned and turn just clicked. Then I did the full
turn wait a sec turn back left a little then back full right and starts right up. Had the ignition
changed last year at the dealership. I figured out the "random start" issue with my Jeep
Commander Limited. Replaced the engine grounding cable that attaches to the firewall, then
replaced the exhaust to frame grounding cable. Sue answered 2 years ago. Same issue, had the
recall ignition switch done at dealer. I'm going to start with fiddling with the key like Guru3SZcc
did, then move onto the fuses like ncorliss said. I was told not to mess with the yellow wire to
the starter on my own because if it comes off it's a live wire and may spark. Wish me luck How
about that class action suit??? GuruBN94J answered 2 years ago. My commander wont start
lights flashed but notjing what do i do Please help. Erik answered 2 years ago. Just had a cold

night and went to start my jeep for my daughter's field trip and no go, have replaced the starter
a few years ago and usually it's just the yellow wire with a bad connection. Just doesn't about 2
hours cleaning it and trying to get a good connection and still nothing. I have also done the key
fob a few years back, going to try the fuses and a new connection for the yellow wire, then
almost starter if I need tp tomorrow. Fml, I love this jeep but this is getting soooooo old!
JasonKH answered 2 years ago. Last Thursday the car wouldn't start at work. I had it towed to
my local mechanic. He tried starting it every 30 minutes on Friday and it started right up car sat
over the weekend and again started it regularly on Monday. I picked it up on Monday and started
the vehicle 15 times in the lot before leaving. All week it's been fine but this evening when I was
leaving work, it didn't want to start. I was searching around online for this issue, as I just
wanted to get home. I opened the hood and moved the harnessed wires around for a few
seconds, went back into the car and it started right up. Obviously a short term fix and I may not
be so lucky the next time but it's definitely electrical. I had the starter replaced in August from
the dealer. I'm planning on calling my mechanic on Monday and explaining this, and maybe
things will make sense. My issue is, I'm not sure which wire, or wires, are bad. And may I add.
My Jeep days are done after this Commander. Already have my eyes set on a Nissan Pathfinder
but would like to get a few more years. Sadly, another unreliable Jeep has me hoping that my
car starts next time I go out. Shame on Jeep for charging the prices they charge to give
consumers an inferior product time and time again. GuruLF answered about a year ago. For
anyone experiencing your Jeep not starting getting the click when you go to turn it over but
nothing other than that. Go to the truck turn off the head lights from Auto or the on position to
the off position and turn the stereo off turn the key to the on position and try starting it. Let me
know what happens. Michael answered about a year ago. GuruLF I have an 07 commander that
doesnt have auto lights so wut is your answer now? For everyonr reading I have had this
problem for 2 n a half years n if I take a hammer n wiggle the starter wire which is towards the
passenger side of the brake booster usually starts. GuruHTL3F answered about a year ago. Ganswered about a year ago. Like so many others here, I had all my lights on the dash but
nothing when I turned the key. The starter would not even click. Removed the skid plate with a
13mmm to access the starter on the driver side. Pressed and moved the wire harness going into
the starter terminal and then started right up. Thank you all for the good advice. My wife's
commander 08 doing same thing, starts the nothing next time!! I'll check the wires going to
starter, I wonderd if it was battery in key fob!! Fuel answered 9 months ago. My 06 Commamder
would not turn over. Did all of the stuff above and still wouldnt starr. Took to jeep dealer they
said it was a something in the ignition between the key and ignition switch. Well it is a custom
part specifically made for each vehicle. This was Feb said it was on backorder. August part
came in placed in my Commander ans it blew righr away. So placed another custom order well
guess what still waiting. It's been over a year and Chysler has no answer for my dealer on when
part will be in. They also cancelled my order twice and told my dealer sorry we just dont know
when. So my Jeep is sitting at the dealer w brand new tires, struts, and shocks for last 16
months with no idea when it will start again. GuruMGXM7 answered 8 months ago. Have
commander wouldn't start all lights on dash came on and one never seen before 9 security light
had dropped the key it separated didn't put back together when I tried to start had no Idea the
key would be the problem put the guts back in key guess what it started. The key is very
important what's crazy l have always had to insert the key to open the door the buttons on the
key have never worked to open door. GuruG6M6M answered 5 months ago. Just bought used 07
commander doing same thing. Started doing this 2 weeks after I got it. Randomly starts ,
sometimes it starts on its own , a jump always starts it. Took it to be tested mechanics can find
nothing wrong. It could go days without doing this then.. What is problem?? I need this fixed
asap. I have a jeep commander and when am home for the day by the next morning it wont start
what is going on and what should I do. My Jeep Commander clicks when I try to start it. I have
recently replaced the alternator, battery, and ignition coil. Any other ideas of what the problem
might be? I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does
not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Won't start. Report Follow. Mark helpful.
Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Jeep Commander
question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Jeep
Commander Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For
Sale. Used Cars for Sale. When I spray starter fluid into the throttle body it starts and runs well. I
have to repeat the process when I turn off the engine. I believe its lacking fuel for starting. It has
spark because it starts with starter fluid, and both spark and fuel because the engine runs well
after it has started. So what could be causing the lack of fuel upon starting- if in fact that is the

problem? Thanks, will check fuel pressure. In the mean time, I checked the DTC and had no
codes, and the it now starts with no problems. The problem I have is intermittent. Mark
answered 3 years ago. I bel I purchased a Jeep commander a few months ago and have
unfortunately had several problems with it already. The worse would be today. I got in the car, it
started fine, shifted it into gear, a I have a Jeep Commander that has been parked for a few
days; was working perfectly until today. It will click but not turn over to crank. Battery is new. I
had the I have a Jeep Commander. I went ahead and replaced the resistor and it kicked on and
works great for both heat and a I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Jeep Commander question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Jeep Commander Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. I turned the ignition off, went into the
store, and came out 20 minutes later to go home p. I had to sit in the car in the darkness and
rain with no where to go and wait 10 minutes to try again. Car started and engine turned over
What's the fix? This continues to happen despite the recall fix. The starter was replaced in
March, based on a recall issue I had to wait two years for the part to come in to have it done. It
was replaced because the engine would not turn over even though everything else came on and
the battery was less than two years old. Five months later, the engine would not turn over on a
cold start. When I tried again 20 minutes later, the engine turned over and I was good to go. I
had the system checked by the dealer the first week of September and was told there were no
issues. However, it keeps on happening Out of the blue, my Jeep refuses to start. This has
happened numerous times and left me stranded. It will eventually start, maybe in 5 min. It is
terribly annoying and inconvenient, when and wherever it happens. This is my only vehicle
which I use daily to get to work, church and appointments. This irritating problems causes me
to be late or not able to show up at all. My mechanic asked me to have the recalled ignition
switch replaced first to see if that takes care of the problem, but we could not locate one
available for my Jeep. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not
sure 4 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Grand Cherokee
problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Jeep mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area.
Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search
CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. I have a Jeep Gr.
Cherokee V6 3. It's never an issue when the engine is cold but when I drive it for a minimum of
15 minutes or so and then I turn off the engine, I can't restart it immediately. I have to wait 5, 15,
20, 30 mins. During the winter months it's not much of an issue because it's cold outside. The
sound that it does when I tried to start it after the engine being warm is like an engine misfiring
then I stop it so I won't damage anything. It's consistent, it does it every time I turn off the
engine and I try to re-start it while still warm. Occasionally it will start after a second try but
most of the time when the engine is warm enough and the temperature is over 50 degrees F or
so then I really have to wait 15 mins or more. Example: if I go get gas then stop the engine and
try to start it after I'm done putting gas then I'll have to wait. If I drive it for a few hours then stop
the engine then I will have to wait longer before re-starting it. A real PITA. A mechanic thought it
was the starter so he replaced it. I had told him I was doubtful but we decided to replace it
anyway. It didn't fix the issue. I'm guessing that it is a sensor issue and it's a common problem
for Jeep like mine. Jeep has mi which should not be an issue. I have noticed a few times that a
warning saying" Transmission over temp" after turning the keys off. Its very brief and have to
pay attention to catch it. There is not check engine light. I doubt that the transmission gets hot
within 20 minutes of driving in town at 30 to 40 MPH. The oil transmission level is fine. There
must be a mechanic specialized in Jeeps that knows about this particular issue and I don't think
I have go through a process of elimination to pin point the issue. Waiting to hear from someone
that knows about this specific issue. I live in Illinois, NW of Chicago to give you an idea of the
temperature. Thank you in advance for any advice you may send my way. When the problem is
ongoing if the starter motor cranks the engine ok, how could it be the starter motor. Now if the
starter motor won't crank the engine that is a different issue. I'd have to check voltage and
ground for the starter motor. When I read your first sentence in your post, I thought, the fuel
system is too rich for a hot engine, after reading everything, now I'm not sure? I'm a jack of all
trades and a master of none. If you don't want to do a little testing, I'm not sure how to help? I
read it, again, why replace the starter motor in the first??? It doesn't make sense. Just my
opinion. Ok, maybe he has more than one problem and I'm just concentrating on the starter

motor part. Sometimes I'm a little thick headed till I've had a couple cups of coffee.
Ricksterjeep07 answered 2 years ago. I appreciate it very much. Coolslider: Although I'm not a
mechanic I really think its a sensor issue so your point are very well taken. I will start by the
cleaning process you suggested which I hope to do today and then consider the other things
you suggested. I now have to locate all these sensors, coil packs and coil plug which I'm not
familiar with. Again, thank you so much for your input and hope it works. I will update later.
Oilyspill, My "former" mechanic suggested from the very beginning to replace the starter but I
told him that there were no issue in starting the jeep when the engine was cold and that I
thought it was a engine temperature or sensor issue. He said starters does do that when they
start failing. I disagreed BUT I went ahead and had him replaced it to immediately realized it
wasn't the issue. After that, I told him that I would take care of the problem myself. It's not that I
don't want to do some testing here and there but I believe that I shouldn't have to replace a ton
of parts and HOPE that I guessed the right one. Car dealerships like this process I must not be
the only one with this issue. Thanks for your input. I got the electronic. Based on the problem I
described could the throttle assembly be the issue since I can't clean the iac. I'm thinking of
replacing the throttle body. Would that be the first thing to do??? Please let know what you
think. Thank you. Coolslider - The little blue "bulb" of the air temperature sensor was dirty so I
cleaned it and also cleaned the electronic throttle body. I went for a 20 minute drive, turned off
the engine and restarted three times in a row without failure. I must say that its 37 degrees so
I'm not completely sure that the problem is fixed but it looks good. I will re-test tomorrow and
will update. Thanks for help. Very slick of you oil sliding in the best answer I will admit lack of
coffee is a good answer to alot of life's problems thou. Coolslider I spoke too fast. I thought I
had fixed my Jeep but today it did it again. To follow. It cranks but won't start. I'm guessing that
if I put back the old sensors I won't have problem starting the engine but I still will have the
initial issue. Any ideas? It wasn't me? I wondered the same thing? I clicked your post as helpful.
I thought you gave me that for saying I was hard-headed? I didn't see a link for best answer, If I
had I would have given to you, cool. Probably just somebody agreeing that I'm hard headed. JJ
answered 2 years ago. Hey I am having the same issue with my jeep cherokee lurado. Did you
ever figure out what it was? JJ, no I haven't and it's getting worse. Its doing it on a regular basis
in cold weather too. I should probably go to the dealer but I won't because I cant stand going
there. Have you had it looked by a good mechanic yet? I have it scheduled to go in tomorrow at
a licensed mechanic. I will let you know how it goes. The mechanic believes its the fuel pump. I
will let you know hoe it goes. Shawn answered 2 years ago. Exact same issue happens with my I
was curious if the thermostat could be a culprit or the sending unit. Which might cause the
temp reading to be higher than normal, thus causing the wacky start issues when warm.
Anyone with mechanical knowledge have any input. I honestly don't know much. And I'm as
stumped as everyone else. JJ, thanks for letting me know. I was getting ready to replace the fuel
pump since I was pretty convinced it was the issue. Now I'm rethinking the wheel thing but I
may try to replace it anyway. Will you be going back to the mechanic? Rick I can promise you
it's not the fuel pump. If it's the same issue it has something to do with the engine temp. I've
come to realize that. Once question for both of y'all is does your fan work? I noticed the other
day during a cold day of rain my Jeep was steaming. So I'm gonna check my fan relay. The
engine temp Is the culprit that is causing the issue just gotta find out the other catalysts.
Rickster, no problem. It's cold enough in southwest Michigan that it hasn't been to big of a deal.
But eventually I will take it back to the mechanic. Shawn, my fan is working fine. GuruCVV38
answered 2 years ago. So I am having the same issue and for some reason when I hit the fuel
bleed off valve and release the pressure a bit it will start just fine but I have to do that any time
it's at running temperature. If it is, under what name? Spent a lot of time on youtube trying to
locate it but without success. Any help would be appreciated. I need to resolve this issue ASAP.
Llogan26 answered about a year ago. Same exact problem with my 3. Will be following this
thread to see if you guys find the culprit. I had replaced my electronic throttle body and it
seemed to help for a little while but started doing it again. GuruC3H4F answered about a year
ago. Have you considered the coolant temp sensor? Sometimes send a false signal to the
onboard comp that the engine is running to hot thus preventing start. Had the same problem
with my 95 4. Ricksterjeep07 Have you considered the coolant temp sensor? Ricksterjeep07
answered about a year ago. The problem has been resolved permanently. The radiator fan was
not working so the engine was constantly over heating. Several people suggested I replace the
fan relay but there is none for my Jeep. I called the dealer and gave them my vin and found out
that the possible issue could be the resistor radiator fan Harness heater , part AA. I ordered it
from Mopar , installed it took 5 minutes and the problem was finally resolved. Now the fan is
running when the engine is hot. JJ answered about a year ago. Christian answered about a year
ago. Did the gauge ever go all the way to hot? Did the fan ever turn on? I ha e a Jeep GC with

the same problem. Peanutjeepchild answered about a year ago. I fixed the cooling fan but still
had the same issue. My radiator was leaking so I had it replaced and since them I never had the
issue anymore so case resolved. After replacing both, temp is back to normal Warno answered
about a year ago. So did the replacement of radiator fan permanently fix the problem. Having
same issue with my Jeep limited. Have replaced fuel filter but still same prob. Any help welcome
:. Actually Warno, its interesting you asked. I suspect that the resistor radiator fan that was
replaced may have stopped working but I'm not even sure it's the problem either. A little
frustrating but this time I won't even try to fix it as I'm too busy with work. I wish you good luck.
We found the problem after so many things. We replaced the fuse box another word for it tipm
Integrated power module. DRJeep77 answered about a year ago. So has anyone solved this
issue? I tried the cleanings. Replaced the start more than once due to the starter going bad
because of this issue. I have Grand cherokee as well but cant seem to find the cause and it
seems to be getting worse. My problem was the Crankshaft Position Sensor. Relatively cheap
part. I paid someone to do it just because it's a bitch to remove. My Jeep GC has K miles on it
and for some reason it didn't want to let go of that sensor. Pay someone to change it. It was 80
bucks well spent. If you want to try and do it yourself it's not in a difficult spot but prepare
yourself for a tug of war match. Mine almost broke inside the block. Good luck! I have this
issue. Hesitates to start when warm, hot. If I come out after the vehicle has been sitting
overnight and start it it starts up like a champ. If I take at the very least a long 30 minute drive
going to the store and then come back out at times it's hesitant to start I can hear it cranking
over but it sounds like it's choking on fuel. All my readings say that the fuel filter is a lifetime
product, what though I'm very opinionated on what the lifetime is expected to be. I read that it
could be a coolant temperature sensor in which it does not see that the engine is hot and
therefore it induces a rich mix of few old making it hard to start. When I change the coolant
temperature sensor the map sensor was right next to it so I change that as well. That was about
two weeks ago and I have not really taken any long drives where I needed to get my back in the
car and drive it until yesterday. I just did a coolant change and coolant flush so I am sure that I
am not overheating in the gauge does not show any overheating so I highly doubt any coolant
radiator fan is going to have anything to do with anyone's issue here. I do not think it's a
crankshaft position sensor because your crankshaft is set to a specific firing position the entire
time your vehicle is running hot or cold. If it was a bad fuse or something of that nature it would
not matter whether the vehicle was hot or cold. Without making this too long but I'm starting to
wonder is if maybe I'm having an injector issue. If an injector is bad it's not going to be clear to
induce a full amount of fuel which would be needed on a hot engine. I just hit , miles, my second
commander. Mario answered about a year ago. Hey guys! I have the same issue. F-me so im
here having the mechanic look at it. Having them check the engine fan, also looking at the crank
sensor as mentioned eariler. If i find the solution i will let you know. Sammy answered about a
year ago. Hey guys so I also have a 06 Jeep Grand Cherokee wk I started having this problem a
few months back and wasn't able to figure it out the battery and starter are fairly new but I
tested those anyway and they read fine. What boggled me the most was my Jeep would only do
this while warm and cold starts I would have no problem she would start up like a champ. Hi all.
My Jeep ended up dying completely. Wouldnt even start cold anymore as it had for past 6
months. Thought it was gone for good. With some extra digging because our mechanic had no
idea, we managed to get it going ourselves. We bought a part which bypasses the relay in the
TIPM. This bypasses a fault in the fuel pump relay. We bought the plug in relay system which we
fit ourselves - 15 mins. Check out a site verticalvisions. Ok so as you can see up in the
comments I thought I fixed this problem. Let me reiterate. Jeep is a , has k miles on it and starts
up like a champ on a cold start. I've changes the alternator, battery, spark plugs, crankshaft
position sensor and still have this problem. I drive the car about 15, 20 minutes to the point of it
being warmed up. If I turn the vehicle off and let it sit about 10 mins I get the problem where it
wont turn back on unless I wait 20 minutes. If I stop at a store what I usually do is turn the
vehicle off, take the key out and then start her up with the factory auto start and she starts right
up. I'm still having this problem and dont know what's going on. It can't be the fuel pump
because this would effect the cold starts as well. Sorry but no success on my end. Hopefully
this will get resolved soon. I'll keep everyone posted. Swede answered about a year ago. This is
simple, EGR valve replacement! I hope I helped everyone looking for this long awaited answer!
Hopefully I can do this myself.. According to some of the research I've done, this is a pretty
tricky fix and not easy to accomplish. Also, I it's pretty expensive. Has anyone done this yet? I
will try and do this Asap and report back. You will have to Remove air handler and some hoses.
Check your pcv connection after taking it off at the 90 degree for any splitting. I will add this. I
changed the crank position sensor. Then it reversed the car was longer cranking to start Got a
check engine light longer crank gave misfire code expected. So I said let me buy a better

sensor. Same issue, only, engine light and traction light and limp mode. No bueno. I then spend
a day of multimeter and probe. Wires fine, ground fine, current within tolerance on the power
and signal. All camshaft teeth ok. So i decided this was all due to sensor. I take out the 2nd
sensor, brake it, yep I go to Jeep, buy a Mopar sensor Jeep starts right up. A few long rides, hot
engine, all good. No excessive cranking. Moral of my experience Just my opinion based on my
experience. Supasta answered about a year ago. LancPrint answered about a year ago. I have
been having this issue for damn near 2 years. Does anyone have a legit fix yet? One that has
lasted. Every time I think we fixed it a week later it comes back up. These trucks suck!
LancPrint, I also thought that I had fixed the issue but it came back just the same. I have been
researching this issue across several forums I believe the fuel is getting vapor locked. When it
does it if you relieve some gas through the shrader valve it will start right up. So I bought some
heat shield from AutoZone and made a template then wrapped the fuel rail with Heat Shield. I
just finished. I will test drive tomorrow.. Here are some pixs. My daughter's GC Laredo started
doing this. What direction do I need to go here since I can't seem to duplicate the issue on
command. It happens after she drives the jeep around running errands. Around the 4th or 5th
start it will struggle to start and then make the missing noise when it does start. Turn off and
usually will start up with no issues. I'm afraid this will eventually lead to her being stranded
somewhere. Alan answered about a year ago. Supasta i know it's just been a couple days but
did this work? The last few days I've been thinking about trying this. Seen your post and got
excited someone is doing exactly what I was gonna try. It didn't work as planned. I think it made
it worse actually. I went from a 15 min after I cut the car off to about 5 mins. I've discovered a
fuel rail modification that I'm going to try. I had the fuel pressure gauge on it today and it pumps
up and holds 60 psi. So the pump is fine. C answered about a year ago. Hey all - i'm having
same issue on my grand cherokee. Could it be the crank position sensor? Shawn answered
about a year ago. Just to check back with everyone, my Jeep stopped having issues after I
replaced the fan, relay and oil pressure reg. For about 4 months. It has since come back. But
what I have figured out is once hot if I barely put my foot on the gas not full peddle down and
not withholding any gas at all so there is a sweet spot, it will start every time. I just completed a
cross country drive with the jeep and stopped many times throughout the drive to gas up etc.
With the peddle in the sweet spot it started every single time. No more sinking money into this
issue. Just going to continue to use the sweet spot. Good luck y'all. Thomas answered about a
year ago. Hello, I have the exact same problem with my '07 Grand Cherokee. I was having issues
with my radiator fan not turning on so I thought that was the problem. I took the fan motor out,
opened it up and I found that the brushes were sticking so I fixed the motor and my fan ran
correctly but the "warm" starting problem continues. Just like the OP I also noticed a very brief
"Transmission over temp" on the console after turning the keys off. Could this be a hint? I took
some screenshots of the sensor readings last time my jeep failed to start warm, I'm attaching
those. Shawn Looking forward to trying this method as it appears to be an elusive issue to fix. I
have the same problem with my GC. Here is some info I've collected on the issue The car will
start right up after this. Be prepared to smell like gas. Most modern vehicles have this due to
Ethanol fuels burning hotter. Engine bay is tightly sealed. Remember fuel rail insulation traps
just as much heat as it deflects. This normally does not work. This will allow you to bleed the
fuel rail without exposing yourself to hot fuel. Let the fans run for a set duration while vehicle is
parked. Definitely an option, but who wants to cut holes in their hood However these vehicles
are at least 10 years old, therefore Chrysler is not obligated to recall or produce a "fix". We are
on our own folks. I even fuel up while running. Hope this helps some. Thomas answered 11
months ago. Time to build a custom fuel rail bleed off valve. Christian answered 11 months ago.
Yeah I've given up on trying to figure it out but i do believe it has to do with the fuel only
because, when I have this problem I will prime the gas peddle a few times and then she starts
right up. The more interesting part is, the Jeep has to be sitting for at least 5 minutes after
driving for the problem to occur. I believe 07Cherokee might be right. I believe it has something
to do with the fuel. Someone on YouTube came to that conclusion by doing something that
seemed to be very similar to what 07Cherokee described, but obviously like everything may
help or may not. Just to make sure we on the same page, does your jeep: - only has the starting
issue when engine is hot 30 min-ish drive and mostly highway driving speed affects it the most.
My starting holds up much longer at slower speeds. Skoalart answered 9 months ago. I have a
'97 grand cherokee laredo with the 4. I have had the same problem as OP. My jeep has k miles. I
have replaced the belt, battery, battery cables, IAC, TPS, spark plugs, spark plug wires,
distributer, starter, water pump, thermostat, radiator, fan clutch, injectors, and have an
aftermarket air filter. I have thoroughly cleaned the throttle body, and maf sensor. I am using up
this tank of gas and will be replacing the fuel pump, fuel filter and both strainers as well as
cleaning the inside and outside of the gas tank. I have done a lot and still a few electrical

problems and no radio and plan to do more as I can. None of these things individually helped
with the whole restart after warm. I live in south Texas and it gets hot here. I read this post a few
days ago, after I replaced the injectors and encountered the problem yet again. I tried relieving
the pressure on the fuel rail through the Schrader valve. This has completely solved this. I used
a small towel to cover the port as to not spray gas all over the engine and depress the little
valve like deflating a tire. Once I get back in the jeep and try to turn the key it just cranks over
and over for a few. I feel like I am having to build some pressure back in the rail. The second
time I turn the key it fires right up just like when it is cool. I made a trip to the city just to try
again. The jeep wouldn't restart after I had lunch. I relieved pressure and fired up. I wish there
were a fuel pressure relief system, but I am going to try to make one somehow. Just wanted to
drop my two cents and hope it helps someone. Peanutjeepchild answered 9 months ago. It is
now close to the end of the quarantine Will update after this summer, bc the summer HEAT
seems to affect it. Shawn answered 9 months ago. Just wanted to say I have had this issue with
my jeep Grand Cherokee for years. The first year I sunk thousands into the Jeep with no fix. For
the past 4 years I've used the "sweet spot method" of giving gas prior to starting. It works for
me. With my Jeep being a with almost k I am not willing to sink more into a problem that doesn't
have a definitive fix as of yet. And when I say sweet spot im talking just the slightest pressure
on the gas pedal. I think this all stems from some type of fuel to air mixer imbalance within the
engine after it gets warm. Good luck everyone. Supasta answered 9 months ago. I believe I have
something!!!!!.. I went to junkyard and salvaged a fuel rail that I modified. I removed the
crossover pipe, removed the baffle from left side of fuel rail, then welded in a fitting and made a
new crossover pipe with braided hose. I also upgraded fuel injectors while I had it apart. Been
driving the past few days without incident. I keep everyone posted on performance.
Shaunanigans16 answered 8 months ago. Same problem. Started fine when engine was cool but
was strandes many times even burned up my starter once trying to get it to start. Replaces the
starter relay. The first two weeks it wouldnt start just a handful of times when hot and since then
not a single problem. Starts up everytime I need it to no matter how many small quick errands
I've ran or how hot the engine is. Been working great for 6 months. Guru3L65Q answered 7
months ago. Nothing worked. Finally replaced the injectors and it solved the problem!
WhiteHousePlumber answered 4 months ago. Same issue same year and model 3. I even had
access to a new PCM and it does the same thing. No code thrown ever. I tried disconnecting the
battery after a half a dozen tries and it kept doing it until it cooled off.. The rub is if you do a
restart within minutes it fires right up. Its that 15 to 40 after that it happens. Dannyaltman
answered 4 months ago. This model has a weak fuel pump. When the tank goes into a vacuum it
wont pump to the injectors. Vacuum breaker on cap most likely is bad. Shaunanigans16
answered 4 months ago. Replaced starter relay and going on a year with no issues. Just wanted
to give an update. I can't wait to get rid of my 07 Commander. I've had this issue for 2 years
now. Today was the first time I drained the battery trying to start it. I just hit , miles and it's time
to plan for a new truck. Just purchased a grande cherokee for my daughter. It only has 96 miles.
Within a few weeks of purchasing it left her stranded while she was running errands. The
vehicle had all new electrical done by the dealership 7 months before we purchased it and it has
a 2 year warranty. So we took it to dealership We declined the work and instead took it to a
trusted mechanic. He kept it for several days trying to replicate the issues. He finally suggested
replacing the WINN module. We were hopeful this was going to be the fix Like everyone else the
vehicle is fine with a cold start So lost in what to do. Fearful for my daughter to continue driving
the vehicle but also not in a position to keep putting money into the vehicle either. Would
appreciate any advice. Just a mom without mechanical skills, searching for help.
Peanutjeepchild answered 2 months ago. Rinse and repeat. Its been 4 years now.
Ricksterjeep07 answered 2 months ago. Guru9zmxyz, I still have my Jeep and was never able to
fix the problem. I gave up on trying to fix it. I had a few other Jeeps before I got this one but this
is the least reliable vehicle I have ever had. Good luck to you. Sammy answered about a month
ago. So sad that you couldn't figure it out. I feel for you and feel like I'm on this journey together
with ya I'm gonna try the starter relay as a few suggested and hope that works! Guru95XP5M
answered about a month ago. I tried heat shrouding the fuel rail. When I did this I seen some
carbon built up in the throttle body. So I used some carburetor cleaner to clean it up. Hopefully
this is the end of this issue. I have the same problem as the first long comment. I have a Jeep
Grand Cherokee Laredo. It was fine for a long time and these last few months I have had issues.
I'll drive for a while , or I'll get gas and shut my car off, or go to the store Some days I have no
issues , sometimes it's everyday. I have to wait 20, 30 minutes for it to start back up. I took it to
a mechanic and the same day I spent to get it fixed , it did it again. There was one time very
quickly it said "transmission over temp" but that was only once and never again.. Christian
answered about a month ago. I replaced the EGR valve. It was pretty expensive. Had my

mechanic do the work because it looked tricky for me. I'll give an update eventually if this fixed
the problem or not. Ricksterjeep07 answered about a month ago. Mihai answered 2 weeks ago. I
changed the electric motor, starting relay, but everything was the same. God bless you. The
problem is: you have a leak somewhere in the fuel system. Can be injectors or just the presure
maker in the fuel tank Sorry for my english. The presure drop in the fuel rails and since the gaz
is not presurated anymore, it boilband turn to vapor! For me, it was the presuriser thing in the
fuel pump. I changed it and its like brand new! No need to wait or cool down the fuel lines. It's
never an issue when the engine is cold but when I drive it for a minimum of 15 minutes or so
and then I I have a Jeep Cherokee Laredo. On Monday after having sat at work all day, I went to
start my car to leave and it felt like my entire engine tilted when I turned the key to start and it
struggl Have a jeep that out of the blue won't start right up. There is a "key" light on the dash.
The jeep will eventually turn over but it runs very very rough and there is a very strong gas fume
a I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Jeep not wanting to start when engine
warm. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Best Answer Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo
Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Jeep Grand Cherokee question. Sell Your Car
Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Jeep Grand Cherokee
Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars For Sale. With the Jeep Commander, the automaker has taken all that is good about the
Grand Cherokee, added more passenger capacity, and penned a design that is unquestionably a
real Jeep SUV. Jeep practically invented the sport-utility vehicle way back in the dark days of
WWII, when the army needed a tough, maneuverable and lightweight vehicle capable of
traversing the nastiest roads and trails on the planet. Sixty years later, the brand is still going
strong. Two ingredients have been missing from the Jeep lineup, however; one, an SUV with a
third-row seat, and two, a rolling box. Seriously, the departure of the Cherokee left a bit of an
empty spot in the hearts of Jeep loyalists. Sure, the Liberty proved a worthy replacement, but its
cute factor is no match for the rough-'n-tumble "real" SUV look that made the Cherokee such a
success. Climbing two boulders with one meaty tire, the all-new Jeep Commander fills in those
two missing ingredients. Make no mistake; the styling is boxy, hard-edged, and quite
Cherokee-like. Nobody will ever call this Jeep SUV cute. And peering inside reveals the golden
e-ticket of the SUV world, a third-row seat. The Jeep Commander is based upon the Grand
Cherokee platform, and as such, it shares running gear and major mechanicals. It also shares
most of the GC's off-road prowess, so buyers can be assured that the Commander can take on
moderate trails with ease. The Commander has the same wheelbase as the Grand Cherokee,
and is a mere 2 inches longer. This means it's maneuverable enough for both city streets and
off-road trails. One area where the Commander is larger, however, is overall height. This allows
the second and third rows of seating to be arranged stadium-style for better forward visibility.
The downside to the Commander's lack of an extended wheelbase, unfortunately, is that its
third-row seat is quite cramped. While no midsize SUV offers truly spectacular third-row
seating, many better the Commander in this regard and provide more cargo volume. Overall, the
Jeep Commander should appeal to those people who need a trail-capable seven-passenger SUV
or just enjoy its distinctive look. Just keep in mind that the Commander isn't the only buff SUV
available. The Jeep Commander is available in two trim levels: base and Limited. Standard
features include power windows and door locks, air conditioning, a power driver seat, a CD
stereo and inch alloy wheels. The Limited model adds heated leather seats with driver's
memory, a power front passenger seat, automatic dual-zone climate control, power-adjustable
pedals, rain-sensing automatic wipers, chrome exterior trim, a power sunroof with dual
skylights for second-row passengers and a Boston Acoustics audio system with in-dash CD
changer and satellite radio. Other options, depending on the trim level, include heated front
seats, a navigation system, a sunroof, two specialized skylights and a rear-seat DVD
entertainment system. The Jeep Commander comes standard with a 3. The Limited is equipped
with a 4. Optional on the Limited is a 5. All three engines come standard with a five-speed
automatic transmission. Base models can be equipped with a full-time all-wheel-drive system,
while the Limited utilizes the more advanced Quadra-Trac II optional on base 4WD system that
incorporates a two-speed transfer case. With the 4. Standard safety features include four-wheel
antilock disc brakes, stability control and side curtain airbags. The Jeep Commander has not
yet been crash tested. In spite of its boxy shape, the Jeep Commander has a rather quiet and
serene ride. Road and wind noise is minimal, and the ride is smooth. The suspension dampens
imperfections in the road well, and the rack and pinion steering provides a solid and responsive
road feel. The all-wheel drive grabs pavement with gusto. Even though the raucous 5. The

Commander's seats are firm and supportive, and the leather looks quite contemporary. The
two-tone plastic panels lend a modern touch to the surroundings, even if they are a bit hard.
The third-row seat is best suited for children. Cargo capacity with all three rows in use is 7. With
the third row stowed, capacity jumps to With all rear seats folded, total cargo capacity is It's
impossible to criticize the business plan for the Jeep Commander: Take the Grand Cherokee
and give it an extra row of seats. Jeep dealers have long been tired of losing customers who
need to haul more than five people to other manufacturers, so it's overdue. And a tip of the hat
to Jeep for doing a great deal of work to make this happen. The company could have done what
General Motors did with the Chevrolet TrailBlazer and its kin: Stretch the five-passenger version
to make room for a third seat. But the Commander, while clearly a Jeep, will not be mistaken for
a swollen Grand Cherokee. What it will be mistaken for, though, is a Jeep Cherokee on steroids.
Not the kind of steroids that make you big and strong and acne-laden, but the kind that makes
you â€” well, sort of just swell up, like Jerry Lewis. Press the horn, and it goes, "Hey Ladeeee!
Actually, that's cruel, because on the road, the Jeep Commander's looks grow on you. It's 2
inches longer and nearly 4 inches taller than the Grand Cherokee, but its wheelbase, at The
Commander's track is a half-inch wider than the Grand Cherokee, though. Bigger Inside That
extra height is there to make the middle and rear seats friendlier. The roof steps up more than 3
inches just behind the front seats, effectively hidden by the standard roof rack. It means ample
headroom for all three rows, even though the second- and third-row seats are raised
theater-style. Five 6-footers will fit without fisticuffs in the front and middle row, but the two
passengers exiled to the rear had best be shortish. With seven on board, there's room for 6.
Folding the third-row seats expands the cargo space to A Grand Cherokee is only a wee bit
smaller, offering The front bucket seats are wide and pretty flat, similar to the seats of the target
demographic â€” age 35 to 50, percent married, percent male, percent college graduates. There
are two models: the Commander and the Commander Limited. You shall know the Limited by its
chrome. Inside, the Limited gets the expected power, heated front seats, plus leather
upholstery, premium stereo with six Boston Acoustics speakers, Sirius Satellite Radio,
power-adjustable pedals and the usual other luxury features. This does not mean that the
regular Commander is a stripper, because it isn't. It is well-appointed, and options such as a
navigation system, rear-seat DVD player, hands-free communications and rear air conditioning
can dress it up to near Limited standards. Distinctive Outside As with the interior, the base
Commander doesn't look downmarket. In some colors, in fact, some of us prefer it to the
so-shiny Limited, which has a chrome grille, side molding and rear grab handles. Big,
industrial-sized exterior door handles add to the son-of-Cherokee look. Standard are inch
Goodyear radials with cast-aluminum wheels that look pretty nice, and include a full-size
matching spare. Chrome wheels are a Limited option. With even the least expensive
Commander, you're lookin' pretty good. A five-speed automatic transmission is standard across
the board. Next step up is the horse, 4. The fact that the 3. Even with four-wheel drive â€” and
EPA rating of 17 mpg city, 21 mpg highway â€” there's enough pep to make it worth
considering, so long as you don't need to tow more than 3, pounds. The 4. The big gun is, of
course, the Hemi and its pound-feet of torque; it can tow 7, pounds and has all kinds of
acceleration. It also has the Multi-Displacement System MDS , which shuts down half the
cylinders to save gas when they aren't needed. For such a tall vehicle, the Commander doesn't
feel at all tipsy, even when you are cornering more sharply than the tires would prefer. Every
Commander, incidentally, gets electronic stability control, antilock brakes with BrakeAssist, and
side curtain airbags that cover all three rows. Like most Jeeps, the Commander has a relatively
high waistline, but you don't get the feeling you're that far off the ground. The front seats need
more side support, but otherwise, they're fine, even for long stints. There's nothing alarming or
complex about the instruments and controls. With an overall length of just And Off the Road It's
unlikely the Commander will be anyone's first choice to tackle the Rubicon Trail, but Jeep
gamely insists that the Commander, appropriately equipped, is "Trail Rated. Quadra-Trac II has
the new NV two-speed active transfer case, and Quadra-Drive II has front and rear electronic
limited-slip differentials and pretty much every trick Jeep has up its 4x4 sleeve. When slippage
is detected, percent of the power can be sent to an individual wheel with traction. We did some
fairly serious off-roading with the Commander, and while it is certainly capable, it isn't all that
much fun. Throttle tip-in seemed abrupt for rock crawling, and a little more ground clearance
would be nice, but for a seven-passenger SUV, it's certainly capable of getting you there.
Bottom Line? EPA ratings are 14 mpg city, 19 highway. Jeep is about to learn just what level of
pent-up demand exists for a seven-passenger Jeep. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive

database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Jeep Commander. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Jeep lease specials Check out Jeep Commander
lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Low-grade interior materials, minimal legroom for third-row seat,
mediocre cargo capacity, poor gas mileage with the big V8s. Other years. List Price Estimate.
ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Read more. Write a
review See all reviews. I was amazed at all the standard features this car has. Can't beat the
price especially when Jeep is always giving incentives. Only complaint is the 3rd row which
takes up to much usable space. Had a problem with the tire monitor going off for no reason, but
dealer fixed it. Read less. My husband and I are on our 8th jeep and I couldn't wait to get the
Commander. Trail rated, reliable, large size. I am a total loss adjuster and auto damage adjuster
so I work around cars all day long. Wouldn't trade my Jeep for any other SUV. The Tahoe has a
history of issues ,problems and recalls.. Best vehicle I have had. I have owned Jeeps since the
50's. This one beat them all. Comfort, goes anywhere, anytime in comfort. No issues with any
mechanical items. Did the maintenance on the scheduled recommended for warranty. Bought
extended warranty after the 5 years ran out. Never used it. Some maintenance was pricey but
the vehicle has never failed me. Even when the battery is getting low it let me know by slow
cranking. The Jeep is 12 years old looks new, has had three batteries, and three sets of tires. It
is a Hemi, with the 8,6,4 cylinder running feature. Around town it is 11 or But I am a jack rabbit
at stop lights I am now 77 years old and do not plan to buy another vehicle. This one will go out
with me. The vehicle has only 55K miles. One to Panama, and two through Canada almost to
Alaska. Performance with a lot of weight in back with all seats down did not seem to effect
mileage or handling. Zero mechanical issues except for some wear in the driver position. Love
this vehicle but not happy with it. I bought my Jeep Commander in September of I have about
87, miles on it and keep up the maintenance. Chrysler and the dealership both say it's wear and
tear even though I rotate driving between this vehicle and my Kia Borrego. I have had two other
Jeeps and have never had problems like this. See all reviews of the Used Jeep Commander.
Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not
Rated. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 1
reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Commander. Sign Up. It looks like you're new here. If
you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On
Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What
Edmunds Says Pros. August in Jeep. A few owners have experienced stalling while driving their
Commanders. Please relate your experience and any fixes here. February I have miles on my
Commander. Its the 4. Three times in the last few days it has shut off while driving at speed. I
damn near lost control. I had to shift to neutral turn the key off and then re-start the vehicle and
the shift back to drive. Has anyone else had this problem. I will definitely be heading to the
dealership for a chat with the service manager. Is this just a software gliche or something
more? I have also noticed that the Sirius radio doesnt always read the proper channel when I
first turn the car on. Follow up: After 5 days at the dealership, they were unlable to locate any
error codes in the computer, after driving, unable to duplicate. I can't wait until it happens again
on the Freeway 70 MPH. Now thats a bonus they don't show on the commercials :mad:. March
Hi, Did you ever get a fix to your issue? My commander has something similar - though not
quite as radical. The engine will hesitate and almost stall when in traffic. Today the issue got
worse, as the engine died while my wife was slowing down for a light. This takes the issue from
being inconvenient to dangerous. Has anybody had this? My Commander is 4. Maybe it's the
paint color? April I posted a note about bad tranny. My car is now in the hands of JEEP. After
miles it has a new tranny. The car rapidly slows down from about 35 mph to I injured my collar
bone from the seat belt. It went back into drive when I put on the brake. It is the HEMI 5. It isn't
the color it's the JEEP electrical. May I am in Puerto Rico and I am having the same problems, I
got mine in November it has been at the dealer twice, 1st they change the transmission filter
and this last week they found nothing I got it back 2 days ago and it is doing the same thing
again. Do you know what it is? I also have the whistling on the front mirror and problems with
the air condition they had to replace a couple of rings from the fitting and put gas. June I have a
similar problem with my 4. I took it also to the dealear and told me they did not find anything
wrong with it, and because the computer was not picking up any error they could not do

anything to it and I told them that that is BS. And I send jeep an email telling them my problem
and they replied back to me to take it to another dealer and I did and they told me the same
thing. I am really dissapointed, is not like my Commander was any cheap :mad:, that is why "we
decided to get a brand new SUV" to avoid any mechanical problems. Next time I will just stick
with Chevys. Has this happened to anyone else? Has it happened again gug? I have previously
owned a Grand Cher. It sounds like it may be defective. Could it be related to the I don't know
what it is called! I have also heard a very faint chime 3 different times when I was test driving then I found someone else on here who has heard the exact same thing - some type of a
software glitch? Could it all be related? I certainly don't want a car that shuts off when I am
driving!!! Please update gug - did no codes come up on it indicating a problem? I don't know
what I wouls do, maybe keep a video camera in your car most importantly, if it happens again,
hopefully you will be safe and video tape it if it happens again - email the tape to Chrysler and
demand that the Chrysler service rep in your area come and give you a diagnosis I had a major
problem with my Toyota Camry once and the dealership was giving me the run around so I
called the Toyota and Lexus headquarters and somehow Lexus took care of it for me quite
promptly too - I wish there was a way to get dealerships that actually care and are
knowledgeable - I am coming from a Cadillac SRX and I will say that the service with Cadillac
has been better than incredible which I had heard prior to buying my car it was one reason I
chose the SRX. If I needed a car, there were no questions asked, etc. Anyway, I am nervous
about this! Do you have the extended warranty? I usually buy one so I don't have any problems
getting a loaner car if mine is in the shop. From what I have heard, Cadillac my experience with
them has been ideal and Lexus are wonderful regarding service - maybe I should just buy an
Escalade or Sequoyia which I actually don't like as well plus they're more money! Oh my. We
could not and would not drive this vehicle again. This weekend we traded it in on a different
vehicle. It also had several other anoying problems. The Gas mileage was horrible 7 to 8 city 13
to 15 highway. Our dealership bent over backwards to accomodate the change in vehicle. Back
for an update Its been four months almost to the day since my Commander went into the
dealership to find the problem. Last night it happened while drive 75 on the freeway at night and
I damn near died. Luckily I was able to restart in time to avoid a really major accident. Needless
to say, its at the dealership today.. Im sure they'll have it for another week and tell me there is
nothing wrong. Also, my Sirius radio has a ghost in it. And lets not forget the recall on the third
row seatbelt that may become fraid and break in an accident. I'll keep you posted if they actually
ind anything. Our Jeep is still undiagnosed. But the dealership we bought it from was very
helpful in getting us out of the vehicle. When mine shut off I had my 9 year old and 3 year son in
the vehicle. My husband has the gift of gab and is very composed, which I think helped us in
getting rid of this "death-trap". Good Luck. I have a 4. Once while I was trying to make a turn.
Dealer cannot diagnose the problem and I am very concerned about the safety of my family in
this vehicle. Ditto here If they could say "Yes we know what the problem is and then fixed it",
that would of been different. Have you read some of the earlier post where owners mentioned
they accidently hit the ignition switch with their knee? Not that this is definetly the cause of the
problem, however I have not noticed them reporting continued episodes of this situation. I am
5'10 and my knee doesn't come close to the switch, but I did somehow contact it with my hand
on one occasion,so perhaps this is feasible. I can't recall ever hitting the ignition switch in any
other vihicle I've driven. Regards, jeepcreeper. July The Dealer also could not diagnose the
problem and suggested the problem might be contact with ignition key. It has stalled out three
additional times since. Twice while in slow moving traffic and once while I was going approx 35
mph. I removed all other keys from key chain and am certain there was no contact with ignition
key Same thing with mine. No codes, "could not duplicate". Any luck with your dealer yet?
Sorry no luck with my dealer. I called the service manager to advise that it had recently stalled 3
more times. Twice while going slowly in heavy traffic and once while going 35 mph. Prior to that
trip, at the manager's suggestion, I removed the ignition key from my key chain to minimize
contact. Obviously that wasn't the problem. Service manager was going to research further and
see if something related to Air Conditioning being on each time it stalled may be a factor.
Haven't heard anything yet, but I do intend to schedule another service appt. I had that happen
twice kms both time on the freeway, both times travelling approx 70 mph. Not fun--but did the
same as you Neutral, key off, on and it came back. Took it to my dealer and they found a "loss
of ignition" error in the engine computer. Appparently the ignition is the main power feed for all
systems so they feel a fault there would explain the complete shut-down of the truck. We'll see
WOW--I can't believe I just read that post about somebody hitting their knee on the ignition and
then it stalled. I keep a little flashlight on my key and the last time I stalled 70 mph on the !! I had
just turned on the cruise and while lifting my leg out of the way, gave the key a good whack
well, the flashlight thing which hit the key. I told the service guys about this and they kind of

lauged but it happened immediately after doing so. You could be on to something there. August
Both trans filters replaced 3 days ago. Will check back to see if problem solved. My 06 jeep
commander does the stall trick. Latest was going down an incline onto a major highway. Had to
slam it in park to avoid the 18 wheeler coming my way. Dealer can't replicate nor does the
computer register the stall. Has anyone found a fix? The last trip to the garage seems to have
done it for me. They replaced the ignition and I've put km on it since without incident. I guess
the difference is that my computer actually read "ignition failure" the last time it stalled so
maybe there are a variety of reasons for this. Such a shame because I don't even enjoy driving
this vehicle anymore because I'm afraid it will happen again and I loved it to death when I first
bought it. I'm going to suggest this possibility to them. Last time in the garage they put lots of
miles on my jeep but of course it never stalled. I feel the same way. It doesn't seem to show any
consistency in stalling. Does seem to be on the acceleration or de-acceleration when it occurs.
Just gives me the creeps that it'll happen again. Putting it in again with the dealer next week. I'll
report more them. Jeep is telling you a big load of BS. I have been bitching about my 4. They
realize that they have a potential recallable problem and trying to pretend like it doesnt exist
Mine was most recently blamed on a dirty air filter.. I wanted to post my experience to share
with others. We puchased a Jeep Commander Limited 4X4 4. We love the car, but have
experienced the stalling problem 4 times so far- 2 times while the vehicle was stopped waiting
to turn and 2 times while the vehicle was in motion. After the 2 occurrence, we took it to the
dealership. The car had only miles on it. They replaced and we were happy to have it back 1 day
later. I immediately call the dealership who tells me to bring it back in. When I drop it off, it
appears that they at their dealership have had the stalling problem on at least 5 commanders
and the MAP sensor has fixed 2 or 3. The other ones continue to stall. They told me they could
reproduce the problem. They hooked up some sort of diagnostic recording device to the vehicle
and at least one technician was able to reproduce the stalling. They did mention that the regular
on board diagnostics don't capture the stalling. Which doesn't surprise me since there is no
dashboard indication when it stalls either. We are awaiting the return of the district manager
from vacation. I was told by the service manager that he has been dealing with this problem on
the Grand Cherokee's for about a year and a couple of months ago it cropped up in the
commanders same engines. He told me that Chrysler knows how to fix it by making a change to
the emissions software on the car, but in order to do that, they need EPA approval which from
what I can tell is the hold up I am not sure if I will be getting my car back or if Chrysler will be
buying it back from me at this point we have not even owned it 2 months I was planning on
buying a Commander this week. When I saw the posts on the stalling problems that everyone is
having I decided not to by one. The only question I have is has anyone experianced the stalling
on the 3. The dealership I was talking to said he has not heard of this happening to the 3. What
do you think? He only told me this because I told him I was no longer interested in purchasing a
commander due to this problem. He said there hasen't been any problems with the 3. Is this true
or have you heard of the stalling on the 3. September What my dealership service manager has
told me is that the stalling has been a problem he has been dealing with specifically in the 4.
October Hello, I have a 3. This led me to do some internet investigation and now I have more
information. Well, it happened yesterday, for the first time. I'm on the highway, cruising at about
75mph, and the Commander shuts off. I got it stopped, and it restarted immediately. When it
shut off, I had just bumped the keys with my knee because someone was sitting behind me and
I was much further forward than usual. The key had actually turned to the Acc. Is this what
others are referring to? Is this stalling issue only related to the key accidentally being turned to
the Acc. Is this driver error like mine was or is there something with the ignition switch that
makes it prone to shutting off if bumped? Maybe I'm way off here, but do most cars have an
Acc. It seems like in most other cars I've driven, the "On" and "Acc" position were one and the
same. Anyway, I'll just be more careful about getting my knee close to the ignition, but I'm
curious if this is what others are experiencing. We were thinking of leasing a Jeep Commander
Limited in Feb, when my current lease is up. All these stalling postings have me concerned,
though. I've noticed that they all deal with s. Has anyone experienced these problems with the ?
Has Jeep corrected the problem for the new ones? If you look at the actual number of different
owners posting about the stalling problem it is actually not very significant. Also, based on my
own experience, I believe driver error as was in my case is responsible for the engine shutting
off. I love my Commander, and for the money current lease deals especially , I think you would
be hard pressed to find a better all around vehicle for about a month. I really have nothing but
good things to say That low??? The Commander just looks so good. I never thought it's actually
that inexpensive. I am interested in leasing for 3 years with only inceptions out of pocket. What
should I expect to pay? Check out Jeep Commander: Lease Questions - unless you are stalling
about leasing one. It has happened sitting in traffic, turning into a parking lot, driving down the

highway, and yesterday driving in to work and I almost got rear ended. I am concerned for my
safety and the safety of my child who just got his driver's license!!! I hope they can fix the
problem before someone is hurt badly or even killed. I have had nothing but problems with my
Commander since I bought it. I had an awful whistling noise coming from the windshield that
took three visits to the shop before they replaced the windshield. I have had the stalling
problem since June. They had to order a window regulator today. The temperature gauge on the
dash is 10 to 12 degrees off. I would love to have my money back. I bought a jeep commander
on the 1st or 2nd of October for 24k out the door with the V8 4. I paid cash but they are trying to
sell as many of these 's ASAP. Forget gas efficiency if your saving 6k on the price. The Dealers
are trying to free up inventory. I dont know your options or situation but if you show them a fair
offer its hard for them to say no. November Yep, that low. I leased a with the 4. Right now they
are advertising a base model with down, 10, miles per year for under a month before taxes. With
no money down and miles per year you are probably talking about per month, taxes included. In
my opinion, it is the most vehicle for the money available right now. The shutdown issue is not
from bumping the key I've had the problem happen so many times I've actually been able to pay
attention to it a couple of the times it happened Basically, I feel like Im waiting to crash and burn
when driving the vehicle. I've monitered the issue on the internet, and the problem seems to be
growing with the Jeep Commander. My Jeep Commander is in the dealership 'again' and I've
already been told they have no clues on the issue. This needs to BE fixed before someone dies
from driving the Jeep Commander. Started a month after i bought the jeep and was exiting the
freeway and it went dead and almost went through an intersection because the brakes werent
working fully, luckily it came on at the last minute. Now i was driving it out of town last week,
and it stalled three times on the freeway up to our vacation home. I have been having this
problem since June. You need to e-mail Chrysler and they will respond with an number. I called
that number on Monday and the girl told me I had never called them before. So you need to call
them and register your complaint. She then told me to take my Commander to the dealership,
call the number and they gave me a reference number. Then I guess the dealership was
authorized to install the new software for the computer. I have no idea if this fixed the problem
or not. I really feel for you because this is enough to drive you crazy, especially if you are a
woman, like I am, and the service advisors all look at you like you're crazy. I know the "cannot
duplicate the customer's complaint" phrase very well. December I am also experienceing this
shutting off while driving issue. My Commander is in service as we speak. The dealership
outlined this was the first time they had experienced the issue. I've done quite a bit of
background research online and it appears to be common. I contacted the Jeep dealership you
outlined in your original post to determine if there was a fix that I could share with my
dealership. The service department stated that they have never heard of that issue. January I
hate my Jeep - Isn't there something we can all do? Can we sue them? Mine had the whistle,
then and still it has the problem with the right window bouncing back, it won't automatically go
up and we have had it stall 3 times. Shouldn't we all call the National Transportation Safety
Board? My husband has called to let them know the problem. We've had a stall twice in one day.
Only had the vehicle for a month. We are putting it up for sale this weekend. It's been twice in
for check engine lights. The brakes chatter. The AC stinks. There is a hiccup in the
transmission. This car sucks so bad. Hi: Has this been fixed with the reflash or is it still a
problem on the commander 06 models? Can anyone tell me if all dealers have the fix? Have
Commander. Been in the shop several times for multiple issues. No notice no lights. My jeep
has 20k miles on it, so lemon law is out. Has anyone had any resolution with this problem?
Please let me know! Okay everyone I have two new pieces of info I have called my cousin who is
a high profile attorney here in Atl. I will keep you posted. I am not sure if this is an option since,
thank God nobody has been injured yet. That we know of 2. I called the dealership back where I
bought my jeep because my window is still bouncing back when I use the automatic "up"
control. However, the GM of our dealership had some interesting advice. He said, "Spread the
word and get everyone to call the number for Jeep and open a complaint about their car. By
doing this Jeep will have to take notice and it will "eventually" that was the scarey wo
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rd! Yes, I have had this problem since last June. I had to get Chrysler involved go on-line and
send them an e-mail. They will send you an e-mail back with an number to call. Call it!!! I'm
keeping my fingers crossed. Good luck my car also has 20, miles on it - been happening since I
bought it! I've had the same problem with my window!!! Has anyone had the whistling noise
from the windshield that sounds like a harmonica? This car is enough to make anyone crazy!!!

Yes, call the number. This is how I got Chrysler involved in getting my stalling problem fixed. I
hope it is fixed or I, too, will be getting an attorney. We had the flash done about 1,miles ago. No
stalling since. Also, we had the cadiletic sp? Strange thing though. When coming to a stop it
idles at If I pull up a few feet and stop again, it dips to If I hold down the brake and rev the
engine again, it goes back up to and stays there until I move again. There is definately
something wrong here. Sign In or Register to comment.

